Sixth Grade Survival Guide

Many students have a difficult time adjusting to middle school. You have been chosen to create a “Lindley Sixth Grade Academy Survival Guide” for the rising 6th grade students. The issues students have the most difficulties with are: Bullying, internet safety, conflict management, making good grades, nutrition/exercise, self-esteem and peer pressure.

Task: You and your team will need to develop and create an informational website or video which identifies one of the above problems and suggests solutions to the problem.

You will need to conduct formal research about the problem (become experts!) and inform the 6th graders about your research and solutions.

The video should be persuasive, so as to persuade the 6th graders to take your advice, therefore creativity is very important! Along with your website or video, your team will need to submit research, team work logs and your independent roles.

Tips:
- include personal anecdotes
- interview peers
- review other student videos
- read other how to guides